Gateway reflex: Local neuroimmune interactions that regulate blood vessels.
Neuroimmunology is a research field that intersects neuroscience and immunology, with the larger aim of gaining significant insights into the pathophysiology of chronic inflammatory diseases such as multiple sclerosis. Conventional studies in this field have so far mainly dealt with immune responses in the nervous system (i.e. neuroinflammation) or systemic immune regulation by the release of glucocorticoids. On the other hand, recently accumulating evidence has indicated bidirectional interactions between specific neural activations and local immune responses. Here we discuss one such local neuroimmune interaction, the gateway reflex. The gateway reflex represents a mechanism that translates specific neural stimulations into local inflammatory outcomes by changing the state of specific blood vessels to allow immune cells to extravasate, thus forming the gateway. Several types of gateway reflex have been identified, and each regulates distinct blood vessels to create gateways for immune cells that induce local inflammation. The gateway reflex represents a novel therapeutic strategy for neuroinflammation and is potentially applicable to other inflammatory diseases in peripheral organs.